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his issue features another outstanding contribution
belonging to the “Education Corner” series. The first
article is entitled “A Brief SPICE (Pspice) Tutorial”
and is authored by Professor Clayton R. Paul, who presents
a concise and practical summary of the most popular electric
circuit analysis computer program. Professor Paul’s intent is
to suggest the use of SPICE as a standard tool to study circuit-modelled EMC problems, as one uses the calculator to
evaluate mathematical expressions. This paper is derived by
a repeated presentation on the subject by Professor Paul at
the Global EMC University, a presentation that always
received the highest appreciation of the attendees. Readers
with a limited SPICE familiarity may try to reproduce the
various examples of this tutorial and acquire, through them,
the necessary skills to comfortably use this tool for their
future circuit simulations.
The second article is an interesting contribution on
Supplement #1 of the Guide of Uncertainty in Measurements
(GUM) and its application to EMC measurements, by Dr.
Carlo F. M. Carobbi of Florence University in Italy. After having discussed the use of dBs to express electrical quantities
commonly employed in practice and the statistics of dB-related uncertainties, Dr. Carobbi in this second paper points out
the fundamental limitations of the GUM uncertainty

approach, and discusses the conditions for application of the
numerical procedure described by GUM Supplement #1.
Operators of EMC tests, required to determine the uncertainty budget of their measurements, will undoubtedly benefit from this explanation of the GUM Supplement.
The third paper is entitled “Lightning-generated
Fields in Reinforced Concrete Buildings” by Michel
Mardiguian, a French EMC expert and consultant. This
contribution describes the results of extensive studies,
models and validation of the amplitudes of the residual
fields inside a one-story building struck by lightning,
for different locations of lightning impacts. The author
points out that formulas for magnetic field attenuation
found in the relevant IEC documents are questionable,
under certain conditions.
In conclusion, I encourage (as always) all readers to
actively participate to this column, either by submitting
manuscripts they deem appropriate, or by nominating
other authors having something exciting to share with the
Community. I will follow up on all suggestions, and with
the help of independent reviewers, I truly hope to be able
to provide a great variety of enjoyable and instructive
papers. Please communicate with me, preferably by email
at canavero@ieee.org.

A Brief Spice (Pspice) Tutorial
Clayton R. Paul, Mercer University, Macon, GA (USA), paul_cr@mercer.edu
Abstract—A brief but sufficient tutorial on the use of
SPICE or its personal computer version, Pspice, in solving
lumped-circuit models of EMC problems is given. All
electrical engineers and especially EMC engineers should
develop a working knowledge of the use of Pspice and
should use it as frequently as they use their common calculators in solving electric-circuit models of everyday
EMC problems.
This is a brief summary of the SPICE, or its personal computer
version Pspice, electric circuit analysis program. SPICE is an
acronym for Simulation Program with Integrated-Circuit
Emphasis. The original SPICE computer program was developed to analyze complex electric circuits, and particularly integrated circuits. It was developed at the University of California
at Berkeley in the late 1960’s. Since it was developed under
U.S. government funding, it is not proprietary and can be
freely copied, used and distributed. This was written for use on
large mainframe computers of the time. In the early 1980’s the
MicroSim Corporation developed a personal computer version
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of SPICE called Pspice. A number of important modifications
were made particularly in the plotting of data via the .PROBE
function. Since then a number of commercial firms have modified and developed their own PC versions. But essentially the
core engine is that of the original SPICE code. The MicroSim
version of Pspice, version 8, was acquired by Cadence Design
Systems. Theirs is version 10.0 called OrCAD Capture which
also contains the primary simulation code Pspice A/D. A windows based version is available free from www.cadence.com.
The OrCAD Capture program was originally called Schematic
in the MicroSim version and contains a number of enhancements. A number of books [1–5] detail the use of SPICE and
Pspice. Both the MicroSim version 8 and the OrCAD version
10 are contained in a CD at the end of textbooks [6–7].
There are two methods of entering and executing a Pspice
program. The first method is the Direct Method described here
where one enters the program code using an ASCII text editor (supplied with Pspice). Note: SPICE and Pspice make no
distinction between lower case and upper case letters. Then
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this text file is run using the Pspice A/D section of the program and the output is examined with the text editor. The
second method is the Schematic Method (now called Capture)
where the user “draws” the circuit diagram directly on the
screen and then executes that program. The Direct Method is
generally the most rapid method of solving relatively simple
problems. The Schematic (Capture) Method has the advantage of visually seeing whether the circuit components are
connected as intended for more complex circuits but is a bit
more time consuming to setup than the Direct Method for
most simple EMC problems since numerous windows and
drop down menus must be navigated in the Schematic or
Capture method.
Once the Pspice program has been installed on your computer, the following is a description of how you can input your
program, run it, and examine the output. Although there are
several ways of doing this, the simplest is to use the Design
Manager. To load this you click or select the following in this
sequence.
1) Start
2) Programs
3) MicroSim Eval 8
4) Design Manager
The Direct Method is to simply type in the Pspice program
using the TextEdit feature. To enter this and prepare the program we select the following in this sequence.
1) TextEdit (lower button on the vertical toolbar on the left)
2) Type the program
3) Save the program as XXX.cir or XXX.in and close it
4) Select Pspice A/D (second button on the vertical toolbar on
the left)
5) Click on File, Open and select the previously stored file. The
program will automatically run and the output will be stored
in file XXX.out.
6) Click on File, Run Probe in order to plot waveforms or File,
Examine Output in order to examine the printed output.
7) Alternatively you could recall the TextEdit progam and select
File, Open, XXX.out to examine the printed output which is
self explanatory.

I. Creating the SPICE or Pspice Program
SPICE and Pspice write the node-voltage equations of an electric circuit [1]. One node, the reference node for the node voltages, is designated the zero (0) node. All circuits must contain
a zero node. The other nodes in the circuit are labeled with
numbers or letters. For example, a node may be labeled 23 or it
may be labeled FRED. The voltages with respect to the reference node are positive at the node and denoted as V(N1),
V(N2), etc. as shown in Fig. 1. The general structure of any
SPICE or Pspice program is as follows:
1. Title
2. • Circuit Description

3. Execution Statements
4. Output Statements
5. END
The first line of the SPICE program is the Title and is not processed by SPICE. It is simply written on the output and any
plots. A comment line is started with an asterisk (*) and is also

N1

V(N1, N2)
+
+

Element
V(N1)
–

–

–

N2

+
V(N2)

0

Fig. 1. Node voltage and element voltage notation in the
SPICE (PSPICE) circuit analysis program.
not processed by the program. A line may be continued with a
plus sign (1) at the beginning of the following line. The next
set of lines, Circuit Description, describes the circuit elements
and their values and tells SPICE how they are connected
together to form the circuit. The next set of lines are the Execution Statements that tell SPICE what type of analysis is to be
run: dc analysis (.DC), sinusoidal steady state or phasor analysis
(.AC), or the full time-domain analysis consisting of the transient and steady state solution (.TRAN). The next set of statements, Output Statements, tell SPICE what outputs are
desired. The results can be printed to a file with the .PRINT
statement or can be plotted with the .PROBE feature. And
finally, all programs must end with the .END statement. Actually the above items 2–4 can appear in any order in the program
but the program must begin with a Title statement and end
with the .END statement.

II. Circuit Description
The basic elements and their SPICE descriptions are shown in
Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the independent voltage source. It is
named starting with the letter V and then any other letters. For
example, a voltage source might be called VFRED. It is connected between nodes N1 and N2. It is very important to note
that the source is assumed positive at the first-named node. The current through the voltage source is designated as I(VXXX) and
is assumed to flow from the first-named node to the last-named
node. The source type can be either dc for which we append the
terms DC magnitude, or a sinusoid, to which we append the
terms AC magnitude phase (degrees). A time-domain waveform is
described by several functions which we will describe later, and
these descriptions are appended (without the word TRAN).
The independent current source is shown in Fig. 2(b). Its name
starts with the letter I followed by any other letters. For example a current source might be designated as ISAD. The current
of the source is assumed to flow from the first-named node to the lastnamed node. The types of source waveforms are the same as for
the voltage source.
The resistor is shown in Fig. 2(c) and its name starts with
the letter R, e.g., RHAPPY. The current through the resistor is
designated as I(RXXX) and is assumed to flow from the firstnamed node to the last-named node. SPICE does not allow elements with zero values. Hence a resistor whose value is 0 ohms
(a short circuit) may be represented as having a value of 1E-8 or
any other suitably small value. Similarly, an open circuit may
be designated as a resistor having a value of 1E8 or any other
suitably large value. Every node must have at least two elements
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connected to it. Also SPICE requires that every node must have
a dc path to ground (the zero (0) node). Placing a large resistor,
e.g. 1MEG Ohm, between such nodes fixes this problem.
The inductor is shown in Fig. 2(d) and is designated with
the letter L, e.g., LTOM. The current through the inductor as
well as the initial inductor current at t 5 0 1 , I(0), is assumed
to flow from the first-named node to the last-named node. The
initial condition can be specified at the end of the statement
with IC=I(0). The capacitor is shown in Fig. 2(e) and is designated with the letter C, e.g., CME. The initial voltage across
the capacitor at t 5 0 1 , V(0), can be specified at the end of the
statement with IC 5 V 1 0 2 , and this voltage is assumed to be
positive at the first-named node.
All numerical values can be specified in powers of ten and
written in exponential format, e.g., 2 3 10 25 5 2E 2 5, or by
using standard multipliers using standard engineering notation:

N1

I(VXXX)
VXXX

+
–
N2

N1
IXXX
N2

I(RXXX)

N1

RXXX
N2

N1
I(0) = IC

SPICE Symbol

10 (giga)

G

106 (mega)

MEG

10 (kilo)

K

10 (milli)

M

10 (micro)

U

10–9 (nano)

N

(pico)

P

9

3

–3
–6

10

–12

For example, 1 megohm is written as 1MEG, 1 kiloohm is
written as 1K, 3 millihenries is written as 3M, 5 microfarads is
written as 5U, 2 nanohenries is written as 2N, and 7 picofarads is written as 7P. A 3 farad capacitor should
DC
mag
not be written as 3F since F stands
VXXX N1 N2 µ AC
mag phase
for femto 5 10 215.
TRAN waveform description
The four types of controlled
sources, G,E,F,H, are shown in Fig.
(NOTE : The + of the voltage source is on the first-named node end,
3 along with their descriptions. The
and the current through it is from the first-named node to the
last-named node.)
polarities of voltage and the currents
(a)
through the elements conform to
the previous rules governing these
DC
mag
in terms of the first- and last-named
nodes on their description statemag phase
IXXX N2 N1 µ AC
ments. For a current-controlled
TRAN waveform description
source, F or H, the controlling cur(NOTE : The direction of the current is from the first-named node
rent must be through an independent
to the last-named node.)
voltage source. Often we insert a 0 V
(b)
source to sample the current. Some
recent versions of Pspice allow the
specification of the current through
RXXX N1 N2
value
any element as a controlling current.
But it is always a simple matter to
insert a zero-volt voltage source.
(NOTE : The current through the resistor is from the first-named
node to the last-named node.)
Figure 4 shows how to specify
mutual
inductance. First the self
(c)
inductances that are coupled are
specified as before. The mutual inductance is specified in terms of its
coupling coefficient:
LXXX N1 N2
value IC = I(0)
M
optional
k5
"L1L2
µ

LXXX

Multiplier

N2

(d)

N1
+
V(0) = IC

N2

CXXX

N1 N2

value

IC = V(0)
µ

CXXX

optional

–
(e)

Fig. 2. Coding convention for (a) the independent voltage source, (b) the independent
current source, (c) the resistor, (d) the inductor, and (e) the capacitor.
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In order to keep the polarities
correct, define the self inductances
so that the dots are on the firstnamed nodes when the two inductors are defined; otherwise a negative
coupling coefficient may need to be
specified.
Figure 5 shows the last important
element, the transmission line (lossless), that is used extensively in Signal
Integrity analyses. This gives the exact
solution of the transmission-line equations for a lossless line. There are many

n

m

N1

+

o
M

� vx

vx

L1
m

–
GXXX

N2
N1 N2 n m γ

(a)
n

n
N1

+
+
–

vx
m

–
EXXX

L2

p

L1 m n value
L2

� vx

o

p value

KXXX L1 L2 coupling coefficient
coupling coefficient =

N2

M
L1 L2

N1 N2 n m α

Fig. 4. Coding convention for mutual inductance between
two coupled inductors.

(b)
n

N1

VXXX

� ix

m

N2

ix
+
–

FXXX

N1
ZC, TD

N1 N2 VXXX σ

N2

(c)

TXXX

N1

n
ix
+
–

+
–

VXXX

HXXX

M2
N1 N2 M1 M2

Z0 = ZC

TD = TD

Fig. 5. Coding convention for the two-conductor, lossless
transmission line.

� ix
N2

m

M1

N1 N2 VXXX β
(d)

Fig. 3. Coding convention for (a) the voltage-controlled current source, (b) the voltage-controlled voltage source, (c) the
current-controlled current source, (d) the current-controlled
voltage source.
ways to specify the important parameters for the (lossless) line but
the one shown in the figure is the most widely used; specify the
characteristic impedance of the line and the line’s one-way time
delay. Alternatively you can create a lumped RLCG approximate
model of a lossy line using lumped-circuit elements [6, 7]. But the
per-unit-length parameters of resistance R and conductance G in
that model must be constants although these are, in reality frequency dependent which is not readily handled in an exact solution
of the transmission-line equations [6–7].
Figure 6 shows how to specify the important time-domain
waveforms. Figure 6(a) shows the PWL (piecewise-linear)
waveform where straight lines are drawn between pairs of
points that are specified by their time location and their value.
Observe that the function holds the last specified value, V4
in the figure. Figure 6(b) shows the periodic pulse waveform,
PULSE, that is used to specify periodic clock or other timing waveforms. The function specifies a trapezoidal waveform

that repeats periodically with period PER (the reciprocal is
the fundamental frequency of the waveform). Note that the
pulse width, PW, is not specified between the 50% points of
the pulse as is the usual convention.
The sinusoidal function is specified by

SIN(Vo Va [[Freq [[Td [[Df [[Phase]]]]]]]])
which gives the waveform
x1t2 5

Phase
1
2
b be 2 time2Td Df
360
Brackets around items signify that they are optional. Hence to
specify the general sinusoidal waveform
Vo 1 Vasina2paFreq 1 time 2 Td 2 1

x 1 t 2 5 Asin 1 nv 0 t 1 u2

where v 0 5 2p f0 and f0 5 1@PER is the frequency of the sinusoid we would write
SIN 1 0 A nf0 0 0 u 2

III. Execution Statements
There are three types of solutions: dc, sinusoidal steady state or
phasor, and the full time-domain solution (so-called transient
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500ix
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+
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V1
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t4
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ix

time
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2
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3

2000
1

5

V1
PW

+ 0
–
ix

i

5

500
6
+ 0
–
i

0

time
T D TR

+
–

4

500 Ω

500ix
+–

500

V2

Fig. 7. Example 1, an example of a DC analysis.

TF

PER
Pulse (V1 V2 TD TR TF PW PER)
(b)

Fig. 6. Coding convention for the important source waveforms: (a) the piecewise-linear waveform and (b) the pulse
source waveform (periodic).
although it contains both the transient and the steady-state
parts of the solution).
The dc solution is specified by

.DC V,IXXX start_value end_value increment
where V,IXXX is the name of a dc voltage or current source in
the circuit whose value is to swept. For example to sweep the
value of a dc voltage source VFRED from 1 V to 10 V in increments of 2 V and solve the circuit for each of these source values
we would write

.DC VFRED 1 10 2
If no sweeping of any source is desired then simply choose one dc
source in the circuit and iterate its value from the actual value to
the actual value and use any nonzero increment. For example,

.DC VFRED 5 5 1
The sinusoidal steady-state or phasor solution is specified by

.AC {LIN,DEC,OCT} points start_ frequency end_ frequency
LIN denotes a linear frequency sweep from start_  frequency to
end_ frequency and points is the total number of frequency
points. DEC denotes a log sweep of the frequency where the
frequency is swept logarithmically from the start_  frequency
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–

+
–

5V

V2

Vout

2 kΩ

B

V4

to the end_ frequency and points is the number of frequency
points per decade. OCT is a log sweep by octaves where
points is the number of frequency points per octave.
The time-domain solution is obtained by specifying

.TRAN print_step end_time [no_ print_time] [step_ceiling] [UIC]
SPICE solves the time-domain differential equations of the
circuit by discretizing the time variable into increments of
Dt and solving the equations in a boot-strapping manner.
The differential equations of the circuit are first solved at
t 5 0 Then that solution is used to give the solution at t 5 Dt.
These prior time solutions are then used to give the solution
at t 5 2Dt and so on. The first item, print_step, governs when
an output is requested. Suppose the discretization used in the
solution is every 2ms. We might not want to see (in the output generated by the .PRINT statement) an output at every
2ms but only every 5ms. Hence we might set the print_step
time as 5M. The end_time is the final time that the solution
is obtained for. The remaining parameters are optional. The
analysis always starts at t 5 0. But we may not wish to see a
printout of the solution (in the output generated by the
.PRINT statement) until after some time has elapsed. If so
we would set the no_ print_time to that starting time. SPICE
and Pspice have a very sophisticated algorithm for determining the minimum step size, Dt, for discretization of the differential equations in order to get a valid solution. The
default maximum step size is end_time/50. However, there are
many cases where we want the step size to be smaller than
what SPICE would allow in order to increase the accuracy of
the solution or to increase the resolution of the solution
waveforms. This is frequently the case when we use SPICE in
the analysis of transmission lines where abrupt waveform
transitions are occurring at every one-way time delay. The
step_ceiling is the maximum time step size, Dt 0 max, that will
be used in discretizing the differential equations as described
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p reviously. Although this gives longer run times, there are
cases where we need to do this to generate the required accuracy. The last item UIC means that SPICE is to use the initial
capacitor voltage or inductor current specified on the element specifications with the IC 5 command. In a transient
analysis, SPICE will compute the initial conditions at t 5 0 1 .
If some other initial conditions are required, then we should
set these on the capacitor or inductor specifications with the
IC 5 command and specify UIC on the .TRAN statement.
For example,

.TRAN 0.5N 20N 0 0.01N
would command SPICE to do a full time-domain (transient plus
steady state) analysis for times from 0 to 20 ns, print out a solution
at every 0.5 ns, start printing to the output file at t 5 0, and use a
time discretization time step no larger than 0.01 ns.

IV. Output Statements
The output statements are either for printing to a file with the
.PRINT statement or producing a plotted graph of any waveform with the .PROBE statement. The .PRINT statement has
three forms depending on the type of analysis being run. For a
DC analysis

x 1 t 2 5 c0 1 a cn sin 1 nv 0 t 1 /cn 2
`

n51

There is an important consideration in using the .FOUR command. The portion of the waveform that is analyzed to give
the Fourier expansion coefficients is the last portion of the
solution time of length one period 1@f0 5 T. In other words,
SPICE determines the coefficients from the waveform between
end_time–[1/f0] and end_time. Hence, end_time on the .TRAN
command should be at least one period long. In situations
where the solution has a transient portion at the beginning of
the solution interval and we want to determine the Fourier
coefficients for the steady-state solution, we would run the
analysis for several periods to insure that the solution has gotten into steady state. For example consider an input signal
that is periodic with a period of 2 ns or a fundamental frequency of 500 MHz. An output voltage at node 4 would also
have this periodicity but would have a transient period of at
least five time constants. Suppose the maximum time constant of the circuit is 4 ns. Then we would set the end time to
20 ns or more in order to get into the steady state region of
the solution at the end of the solution. The following commands would be used to obtain the Fourier coefficients of the
steady-state response of the node voltage at node 4:

.TRAN 0.1N 20N

.PRINT DC V(X) I(R)

.FOUR 500MEG V(4)

prints the dc solution for the voltage of node X with respect to
the reference node, and I(R) prints the dc solution for current
through resistor R (defined from the first-named node to the
last-named node on the specification statement for resistor R).
For a sinusoidal steady-state analysis (phasor solution):

.PRINT AC VM(NI) VP(NI) IM(RFRED) IP(RFRED)
prints the magnitude and phase of node voltages and currents
where the magnitude and phase of the node voltage at node NI
are VM(NI) and VP(NI), respectively. For the currents through
a resistor RFRED, the magnitude is IM(RFRED) and the phase
is IP(RFRED). For the time-domain or so-called transient
analysis the print statement is

.PRINT TRAN V(NI) I(RFRED)
prints the solutions at all solution time points (specified on the
.TRAN line) for the voltage at node NI with respect to the
reference node, and the current through resistor RFRED
(defined from the first-named node to the last-named node on
the specification statement for resistor RFRED).
In addition, the .FOUR statement computes the expansion
coefficients for the Fourier series (magnitude and phase), cn/cn:

.FOUR f0 [output_variable(s)]
The .FOUR command can only be used in a .TRAN analysis.
The fundamental frequency of the periodic waveform to be analyzed is denoted as f0 5 1/T where T is the period of the waveform. The output_variable(s) are the desired voltage or current
waveforms to be analyzed, e.g., V(2), I(R1). The phase results
are with reference to a sine form of the series:

This would compute the solution for the voltage waveform at
node 4 from t 5 0 to t 5 20 ns. Since the period (the inverse of
500 MHz) is specified as 2 ns, the portion of the waveform from
18 ns to 20 ns would be used to compute the Fourier coefficients for the waveform. If we wanted to compute the Fourier
coefficients for the initial part of the waveform including the
transient, we would specify

.TRAN 0.1N 2N
which would run for only one period. There is a FFT button on
the tool bar that can compute the Fast Fourier Transform of the
waveform. Essentially this valuable feature can turn Pspice into
a “poor man’s spectrum analyzer”.
All printed output are directed to a file named XXXX.OUT
if the input file is named XXXX.IN or XXXX.CIR. Plotting
waveforms is the greatest enhancement of Pspice over the original SPICE. This is invoked by simply placing the .PROBE
statement in the program list. No additional parameters are required. Pspice stores all variables at all solution time points and
waits for the user to specify which to plot.

V. Examples
In this brief tutorial we have shown the basic commands that
one can use to solve the vast majority of electric circuit analysis
problems particularly those that are encountered in EMC problems. Essentially Pspice performs the tedious and laborious
solutions of the lumped-circuit models of the problem. Solving
these circuits by hand would not only be time consuming but
would involve so many errors as to make the solutions obtained
useless. We have conscientiously tried to minimize the detail
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–

100 Ω

3
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+
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–

0
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0.4

–50

0.2
0
1.0

0

3.0
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(c)

100

–100
1.0

Fig. 8. Example 2, an example of a AC analysis.

and purposely not shown all the possible options in order to
simplify the learning. However there are a myriad of options
that can simplify many computations and the reader should
consult the references.
EXAMPLE 1 Use Pspice to compute the voltage Vout and the
current I in the circuit of Fig. 7.
Solution The Pspice coding diagram with nodes numbered
is shown in Fig. 7. Zero-volt voltage sources are inserted to
sample the currents ix and I. The Pspice program is
EXAMPLE 1
VS 1 0 DC 5
R1 1 2 500
R2 2 3 1K
R3 3 4 2K
VTEST1 4 0 DC 0
HSOURCE 3 5 VTEST1 500
R4 5 6 500
VTEST2 6 0 DC 0
.DC VS 5 5 1
	*THE CURRENT I IS I(VTEST2) AND THE VOLTAGE
1VOUT IS V(3) OR V(3,4)
.PRINT DC V(3) I(VTEST2)
.END
The result is I5I(VTEST2) 51.875E-3 and the voltage
Vout5V(3)51.250E0.

50

EXAMPLE 2 Use Pspice to plot the frequency response of the
bandpass filter shown in Fig. 8(a).
Solution The nodes are numbered on the circuit diagram and
the Pspice program is
EXAMPLE 2
VS 1 0 AC 1 0
RES 3 0 100
LIND 1 2 159U
CAP 2 3 1.6P
.AC DEC 50 1MEG 100MEG
.PROBE
	*THE MAGNITUDE OF THE OUTPUT IS VM(3) AND
1THE PHASE IS VP(3)
.END
The magnitude of the voltage is plotted in Fig. 8(b) in decibels
using VDB(3) which means

VDB(3)=20log10VM(3)
Figure 8(c) shows what we get if we request VM(3): the data are
highly compressed outside the bandpass region. The phase (in
degrees) is plotted in Fig. 8(d). The resonant frequency is 10
MHz. The phase is 190o below the resonant frequency due to the
dominance of the capacitor in this range and is 290o above the resonant frequency due to the dominance of the inductor in this range.
This bears out the important behavior of a series resonant circuit.
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Fig. 9. Example 3, an example of a TRAN analysis.

EXAMPLE 3 Use Pspice to plot the inductor current for t . 0
in the circuit of Fig. 9(a). The circuit immediately before the
switch opens, i.e., at t 5 0 2 , is shown in Fig. 9(b) from which
we compute the initial voltage of the capacitor as 4 V and the
initial current of the inductor as 2 mA. The Pspice diagram
with nodes numbered is shown in Fig. 9(c) and the Pspice program is

L = 2 inches = 5.08 cm
ZC = 124 Ω
TD = 0.3 ns

3
5 pF

Load Voltage with
Mismatched Source and Load

10

Load Voltage (V)

2

ZC = 124 Ω +
VL
TD = 0.3 ns –
0
0
(a)

VS(t ) +
–

We have chosen to solve the circuit out to 50 µs, print the solution in steps of 0.05 µs, and have directed Pspice to use a solution time step no larger that 0.05 µs as well as to use the initial
conditions given for the inductor and capacitor. The result is
plotted using PROBE in Fig. 9(e). The result starts at 2 mA, the
initial inductor current, and eventually converges to the steadystate value of 10 mA, which can be confirmed by replacing the
inductor with a short circuit and the capacitor with an open
circuit in the t . 0 circuit as shown in Fig. 9(d).
EXAMPLE 4 Figure 10 shows an example where an interconnecting set of conductors (lands on a PCB) can cause severe

10 Ω

1

EXAMPLE 3
IS 0 1 DC 10M
R 1 2 2K
VTEST 2 3
L 3 0 10M IC52M
C 1 0 100P IC54
.TRAN .05U 50U 0 .05U UIC
*THE INDUCTOR CURRENT IS I(VTEST) OR I(L)
.PROBE
.END

5

0

−5

0

5

10

15 20 25
Time (ns)
(b)

30

35

40

Fig. 10. Example 4, an example of a Signal Integrity analysis.
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VI. The Subcircuit Model
RS

1

VS(t)

S
101

+
–
0
NE
+

RNE

L
201

Spice
0 Subcircuit 0
Model of a
Multiconductor
Transmission
Line
102
202

VNE
–

RL

0
FE
+
VFE

0

0

0

RFE

–
0

SPICE (Pspice) has a handy way of utilizing models of devices
in several places in a SPICE program without having to redefine these models at every place of usage. This is similar to the
subroutine in FORTRAN. It is called the SUBCKT model.
For example, suppose we have developed an extensive model
of, say, an Op Amp or a multiconductor transmission line
(MTL) [6, 7]. The subcircuit model might have, for example,
four external nodes that we have named 101, 102, 201, 202 as
illustrated in Fig. 11 for a subcircuit model of a MTL. The
nodes internal to the model are unique to this model and have
no resemblance to the nodes of the SPICE program into which
this model is to be imbedded (perhaps at several locations).
However, the zero (0) or universal ground node is the only
node that is common with the main program. The subcircuit
model description is
.SUBCKT MTL 101 102 201 202
……..
………
.ENDS MTL

Fig. 11. Connection of a SPICE subcircuit model of a multiconductor transmission line (MTL) to its terminations.
logic errors resulting in poor signal integrity. Two CMOS
inverters (buffers) are connected by two inches of lands
15 2 inches 5 5.08 cm 2 on a PCB. The output of the left
inverter is shown as a Thevenin equivalent circuit having a low
source resistance of 10 ohms. This is fairly typical of CMOS
devices except that the output resistance is somewhat nonlinear. The load on the line is the input to the other CMOS
inverter which is represented as a 5pF capacitor that is also
typical of the input to CMOS devices. We are interested in
determining the voltage at the output of the interconnect line,
VL 1 t 2 , which is the voltage at the input to the second CMOS
inverter. The open-circuit voltage of the left inverter, VS 1 t 2 , is
a 5 V, 50 MHZ (period of 20 ns), 50% duty cycle, clock trapezoidal waveform having 0.5 ns rise/fall times. A 10 mil land
lying on a glass epoxy PCB of 47 mils thickness has a ground
plane below it. For the cross-sectional dimensions of the line
the characteristic impedance is ZC 5 124V, and the velocity of
propagation is v 5 1.7 3 108m/s. This gives a one-way time
delay of TD 5 L/v 5 0.0508m/1.7 3 108m/s 5 0.3 ns. The
response for the load voltage is computed with Pspice using
the exact (lossless) transmission-line model contained in Pspice
and is shown in Fig. 10(b).
Solution The nodes are numbered on the circuit diagram
and the Pspice program is
EXAMPLE 4
VS 1 0 PULSE(0 5 0 0.5N 0.5N 9.5N 20N)
RS 1 2 10
T 2 0 3 0 Z05124 TD50.3N
CAP 3 0 5P
.TRAN 0.05N 40N 0 0.05N
.PROBE
.END
Typical thresholds for CMOS circuits are around halfway
between the logic 1 and logic 0 levels which in this case are
5 V and 0 V. Observe that there is severe “ringing” in the
response (the input to the second inverter) and the response
drops below the 2.5 V high level and rises above the 2.5 V low
level thereby producing false logic triggering. Hence signal
integrity is not achieved here.
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where MTL is the name given to the subcircuit, and its external
nodes are 101, 102, 201, 202. The subcircuit model ends with .
ENDS and the name of the subcircuit model, MTL These node
numbers are unique to the subcircuit, but their ordering is important.
The call statement in the SPICE main program is formatted as

XMTL S NE L FE MTL
Hence the nodes of the subcircuit MTL are attached to the external nodes of the main SPICE model as S5101, NE5102, L5201,
FE5202 to connect the subcircuit to the MTL terminations as
illustrated in Fig. 11. The subcircuit model must end with

.ENDS MTL
and the main SPICE program must end with the statement

.ENDS
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The GUM Supplement 1 and the Uncertainty
Evaluations of EMC Measurements
Carlo F.M. Carobbi, Department of Electronics and Telecommunications Via S. Marta 3,
50139–Firenze, ITALY carlo.carobbi@unifi.it
Abstract—The “Guide to the expression of uncertainty in
measurement” (GUM) provides the theoretical framework which is worldwide adopted for the evaluation of
measurement uncertainty, including the application to
calibration and testing. The GUM uncertainty approach
has however fundamental limits. If these limits are
exceeded the results produced are no longer valid. The
Supplement 1 to the GUM (GUMS1) describes a numerical technique aimed at extending the validity of the
uncertainty evaluations to cases where the application of
the GUM does not produce reliable results. The scope
here is to point out the conditions under which it is necessary to make use of the GUMS1 technique. Explicit
reference to Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) measurements will be made.

1. Introduction
In 2008 Supplement 1 to the “Guide to the expression of
uncertainty in measurements” (GUM) [1] was published by
the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology (JCGM). To
the JCGM, which is chaired by the Bureau International
des Poids et Mesures (BIPM), contribute the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the International Federation of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine
(IFCC), the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC), the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), the International Union of
Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP) and the International
Organization of Legal Metrology (OIML). The Supplement
1 to the GUM (GUMS1) was prepared the Working Group
1 of the JCGM, which has the task to promote the use of
the GUM and to prepare Supplements in order to broaden
the range of its applications.
The GUMS1 provides an easy to implement numerical approach to the evaluation of measurement uncertainty named
“propagation of distributions”. The GUMS1 approach goes beyond the limits inherent to the GUM theoretical framework,

which is based on the law of propagation of uncertainty and on
the central limit theorem.
The GUMS1 is consistent with the GUM, in that the basic
concepts and the terminology inspiring the guides are nearly
the same. However some subtle, but deep, differences exist, the
main consequence being the absence, in the GUMS1, of the
Welch-Satterthwaite formula and of the concept of effective degrees of freedom [2, Appendix G].
The scope here is to clearly identify the situations where the
application of the GUM uncertainty approach does not produce
reliable results, and the numerical technique described by the
GUMS1 is therefore needed. The operation of the propagation
of distributions technique is briefly outlined and the few conceptual modifications introduced by the GUMS1 are also analyzed. An exemplification is offered through an application to
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) tests, in order to show
how an uncertainty budget can be appropriately handled in the
GUMS1 framework.

2. Uncertainty Evaluations in the
GUM Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework of the GUM is based on: a) the law
of propagation of uncertainties (LPU), and b) the central limit
theorem (CLT). In order that an uncertainty evaluation made
according to the procedure described by the GUM may be correct the assumptions required for the validity of both LPU and
CLT must be satisfied. Let us recall these assumptions starting
from LPU.

2.1 The law of Propagation of Uncertainty
Let
Y 5 f 1 X1, X2, ..., XN 2 

(1)

be the mathematical model linking the input quantities
X1, X2, ..., XN to the output quantity Y. Y is the quantity
of interest, for which we need to evaluate the best estimate y,
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